RACING DOG KEEPING AND TRAINING

Purpose
To ensure the use and development of land for racing dog keeping and racing dog training is consistent with orderly and proper planning.

Requirement
An application to use land, or construct a building or construct or carry out works, for racing dog keeping or racing dog training under a provision of a rural zone must comply with Planning requirements for racing dog keeping and training (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, August 2017).

This requirement does not apply to an application to construct a building or construct or carry out works associated with a use that is a Section 1 use in the Table of uses of the zone.

Exemption from notice and review
An application to which the requirement in Clause 53.12-1 applies is exempt from the notice requirements of section 52(1)(a), (b) and (d), the decision requirements of section 64(1), (2) and (3) and the review rights of section 82(1) of the Act if the approved measures specified in Planning requirements for racing dog keeping and training (Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, August 2017) are met.